Introduction
I returned to the Otavalo area for a brief visit in the summer of 2014 with the intention of reconnecting with my participants. Though I had been in sporadic email contact with Marco in the seven years after my research, I had heard very little from the other members of the band. Upon arrival in Ecuador, I quickly discovered that, with the exception of Domingo and one of Allkurinchik's daughters, my participants did not remember me, or only had faint recollections of my presence in their lives seven years prior. Of course, it made sense that they would have gone on with their lives, although it was difficult for me to process this, given that I had spent a substantial portion of those years thinking, writing, and talking about them in a variety of different venues.
In fact, this forgetting tied in to the general practices at home that I witnessed in Otavalo; that is, a limiting of the symbolic resources from which members of the Runa Takiks had drawn during our exchanges in the US. For the band members and their wives, the daily routines of family, children, church, and work consumed their linguistic and cultural practices while at home. For example, the Runa Takiks rarely communicated with their fellow band members while in Ecuador, and-for Domingo and Allkurinchik, at leastmusic faded into the background of their lives at home. For most of the men, the narrowing of transcultural practices also meant an increased use of their home language-Quichua for Allkurinchik and Spanish for Domingo, although Domingo did continue to practice Quichua with members of his church community.
However, I also noticed a broadening of transcultural practices among younger Otavalos, especially compared to my visit seven years prior. Focusing on four of the nine families who welcomed me into their lives in 2007, below I lay out some of the contrasts in their transcultural practices. I discuss how some of the younger members of these families began to contest their parents' perceptions regarding what it meant to be Otavalo, and what this might imply for the future of Quichua. First, however, I offer a brief update of where the Runa Takiks and their families were seven years later.
The Runa Takiks now
During my brief return to Ecuador, I spent most of my time with Allkurinchik's family in Peguche. Dropping in on them unannounced, 
